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Implementation of Data Integrity Evaluation Process in

Cloud Computing
Abstract—DML stands for Distributed Machine Learning. One of the most important AI technologies is DML (distributed
machine learning). Nonetheless, in the current distributed machine learning arrangement, data integrity isn't taken into
account. However, if network attackers alter or delete the data, the data will be falsified.As a result, it's vital to maintain data
integrity in the DM.It proposes a distributed machine-learned ness initiates data integrity checking approach to verify that the training
data is correct.To begin, it recommends using a Provable Data Possession (PDP) selection checking approach to guarantee data
integrity. As a consequence, the DML-DIV strategy will be able to withstand manipulation and fraud attacks.Second, as part of the
TPA verification procedure, researchers generate a unique integer known as the blinded variable and utilize the discrete logarithm
problem (DLP) to build proof and ensure data security.It uses two-step authentication and identity-based cryptographic key generation
technology to activate the data possessor's public/private pair of keys.As a result, our DML-DIV method may be able to address the
important escrow issue while also cutting document maintenance costs. Lastly,Finally, a thorough theoretical examination is carried
out, with formal theoretical analysis and practical evidence confirming the DML-DIV system's safety and efficacy.

Keywords—cloud platform, Data consistency,Distributed machine learning,Identity-based cryptography,Public auditing.

Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) has recently been a popular research area in academia and the IT industry.Individuals may use AI to help them with a
range of challenges in their everyday life, such as shopping suggestions, transit, facial identification, and self-driving automobilesAs a result,
research into artificial intelligence is both theoretically and practically important.
Machine Learning (ML), the foundational technology of artificial intelligence, is the most common method for improving the intelligence of
systems and computers. Machine learning is employed in practically every artificial intelligence area.Face recognition, navigation, and self-
driving cars, for example, are all feasible thanks to machine learning technologies.
Because of its inefficiency, old machine learning technology can't manage enormous data, especially when the training set is in the petabyte
(PB) level or more. To solve the problem, a number of well-known companies, such as Google and Microsoft, have developed Machine learning
and artificial intelligence research centres based on huge volumes of data. I'd want to learn more about networked machine learning technology.

1.1 Significance of Distributed Data Integrity Verification Scheme in Cloud Environment using machine learning Approach:

The suggested work is important since an attacker may immediately access our application through URL, and after doing so, it can
examine all uploaded files from the data server, as well as edit and save them in the same server's database.
It will also add an analysis graph to the data server, allowing the data server to examine graphs on files that have been attacked and files
that have not been attacked. It will introduce a third way, triple DES, to provide greater protection for data stored in cloud computing
environments.

1.2 Limitations

Traditional machine learning technology is inefficient when dealing with large amounts of data, especially when the training set is in the
petabyte (PB) level or above.

To solve the problem, a number of well-known companies, such as Google and Microsoft, have set up machine learning and artificial
intelligence research centers based on huge volumes of data. I'd want to learn more about networked machine learning technologies.The
training set in distributed machine learning will be significantly harmed as a result of the prospect of attackers forging, changing, or
deleting data.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

As per authors, S. Hiremath and S. Kunte, "A novel data auditing approach to achieve data privacy and data integrityin cloud computing,"
explained how the data auditing process is achieved while applying the component of data privacy and integrity feature in the service access
platform. [1]
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Author  S. Jeon et al., "MapReduce Tuning to Improve Distributed Machine Learning Performance”, described the distributed environment
machine learning approach to improvise the outcomes in the map-reduce algorithms. [2]

Author W. Hongyuan, "An External Data Integrity Tracking and Verification System for Universal Stream    Computing System Framework,"
has contributed about external data integrity tracking feature and the verification process was determined in the stream computing framework.
[3]

III. PROPOSED WORK

In this study, a distributed machine learning literacy approach called Validation of data integrity is developed to assess the consistency of
training data in a distributed machine learning system (DML-DIV). In the field of dispensing machine literacy, the DML-DIV system is the first
to apply a public selection auditing method to ensure the consistency of the training set.

Fig:1.1 Depicting the model of system architecture

The recommended model's functional process is illustrated in the graphic above (figure 1.1), which provides a clear image of the process that
occurs in the proposed system.
3.1 Advantages of Proposed Model

 During data integrity audits, addressing the problem of sensitive information sharing.
 Multiple encryptions have been added to the system, making it more powerful.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION WORK

The proposed effort will examine a distributed kind of machine learning technique using powerful mathematical calculations. The
following is a list of particular computational requirements and results.

Discrete logarithmic problem (mathematical algorithm)
If Z p and G1 are multiplicative cyclic groups with knowing g, g G1, the benefit of discovering the value is small for any polynomial-
timeopponent.
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The PPT (Probabilistic Polynomial-Time) Algorithm is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. The PPT (Probabilistic Polynomial-Time)
Algorithm is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. Polynomial Probabilistic Probabilistic Polynomial Probabilistic Polynomial
Probabilistic Poly When the DLP is successfully solved, the result is AdvDL = Pr[A(g, g) =: Z p], which is unimportant

The probability is calculated using a random selection of on Z p and
a random selection of algorithm A

Encryption Algorithm: RSA

Using the key pair instance technique, create an RSA key. Using the Cipher class, convert an RSA key to encoder format.

Make a key pair with the public and private keys. Using ciphertext c and a public key, compute m such that c me mod n and d e -1 mod ((p-1)
(q-1) (n,e).

In encoder format, convert the public and private keys to bytes.

3DES Algorithm

DES encrypts each block twice, instead of just once, using a pair of keys (k1, k2): Ek2(Ek1(plaintext)). If the plaintext is n bits long, this
strategy should give equivalent secrecy as using a key length of 2n bits.

A "key bundle" of three 56-bit DES keys (k1,k2,k3) is used in Triple-DES (excluding parity bits). Ciphertext=(Ek3(Dk2(Ek1(Plaintext)) is the
encryption algorithm used.

DES encrypts with K1, decrypts with K2, and then encrypts with K3..
 Decryption is the inverse of encryption.:
 Plaintext=Dk1(Ek2(Dk3(Ciphertext))
 In other words, decode with K3, then encode with K2, and then decrypt with K1.

V. EXECUTION PROCESS AND OUTCOMES

You can access the home page, data owner, server, key generation center, and third party auditor by login onto the website page with a
computer.

The data owner must first create and log in to their account. It then attempts to upload data to the server but is denied until a master key and
public key have been established.It is now possible to upload data to the server after creating both keys.

The goal of Kgc (Key Generation Center) is to create a master key and a public key for data security.

All data owners' file blocks, view data, and challenges are visible in the server view.
TPA may access data, audit the data, make challenges, and submit requests to the server for data integrity verification. After the server accepts
the request, it can validate the data, and eventually, proofs are delivered to the data owner.
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Figure.1.2 Login Page
Data Owner:

The data owner is in charge of gathering training data and uploading it to the data server. Training data can be collected using computers or
mobile devices.

Figure.1.3 Data owner service access credentials
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Figure.1.4 File selection and integrity checking process

Figure.1.5 Analyzed file information

The integrity feature in heterogeneous platforms is processed in the above diagrams, such as figures 1.3,1.4, and 1.5, and credentials values are
validated with the acquired occurrence value, which will be iterated with the performance analysis.

Figure 1.6 Data Owner Output Page
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Key Generation Center:
 The KGC is a body that manages the partial private key of the data owner. To begin, the KGC generates a master secret key and a

public key. The KGC produces a matching partial secret key for the data owner based on the data owner's ID and master key after
receiving the ID from the data owner.

Figure 1.7 Key Generation Center page

Data Server:
The data server is a cloud-based platform that stores the data owner's training data. The data server accepts the TPA's challenge, creates proofs,
and delivers proofs back to the TPA. The data server properly executes the protocol and verifies that training data is correctly and thoroughly
saved.
Third_Party Auditor:
Third-party auditors can check the consistency of the training set kept on the data server (TPA).The TPA issues a challenge to the data server,
and the data server answers with the data owner's master secret key, allowing the TPA to conduct public auditing.

Figure 1.7 Attacker details
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Network attacker:
By stealing evidence, network attackers attempt to get the data owner's encryption key and divulge the secret of training data. In

addition, Network Attackers may use the tempering and forging attacks, as depicted in figure 1.7, to tamper with and counterfeit data proof and
identity evidence.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a distributed machine knowledge familiartechnique for assuring data integrity in the parameter server setup.TheDML-
DIV technology maintains the integrity of the training set storedin the cloud servers by being impermeable to falsification and
falseassaults.In addition, our DML-DIV system provides insulation, solvesa major escrow issue, and reduces certificate administration
costs.Simulation findings reveal that our DML-DIV system outperformscompeting systems in several circumstances.
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